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ABSTRACT 

 

 Softskill is importance element in workplace, beside hardskill. There are many effort to be 

done in university or institute college to increasing students softskill to welcome tight competition era 

in finding job. Institute of Telkom Technology is one of University in Indonesia that has a duty to 

create students in order tohave hardskill and also the most important to have softskill. One of the 

effort that is done by institution in developing students softskill is to implementing the Transkrip 

Aktivitas Kemahasiswaan (TAK). TAK is a measure of students extraactivity/intra/curricular, as one 

of appreciation shape that right can be gotten by students based on their activities. 

 In a few this last years TAK become one of measure of softskill increasing of IT Telkom 

students. These things can be understood because competition is not more just rely on hardskill, but 

also has to be support with good softskill. Also with taking benefit from the organization that fond of 

optimally dan facilities in IT Telkom campus.  

 From the background above, this research examine measuring of students perception about 

TAK implementation to softskill development that is implemented in IT Telkom. From the survey  

research before by National Association of Colleges and Employers, USA, 2002 (survey from 457 

leader of entreprise) there are twenty element of softskill that can be considered as a indicator in 

perception measuring, they are : 1. Communication Ability, 2. Honest/Integrity, 3. Cooperation 

Ability, 4. Interpersonal Ability, 5. Etiquette., 6. Motivation/Initiative, 7. Adaptation Abiltiy, 8. 

Analytic Ability, 9. Computer Ability, 10. Organization Ability, 11. Detail Of Orientation , 12. 

Leadership , 13.Self Confidence, 14. Friendly, 15. Polite , 16. Wise, 17. GPA >= 3.00, 18. Creative, 

19. Humorable, 20. Entrepreneur Ability.  

  This measuring is begin with to knowing the response of students about TAK implementation 

in IT Telkom campus through separation of a number polling to + 100 students. Its question is only 

one but has three response they are : agree/ accept. Rather agree/ accept, disagree. The next thing, 

researcher distribute the questionaire with twenty of softskill element that considered as a indicator in 

perception measuring to one hundred and fifty  responden. 

From the result of data processing can be gotten the students perception about TAK 

implementation to develoving softskill that has average 2.91 with agree item it means students feel to 

concerned with nature of softskill increasing that medium through TAK implementation. 
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